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PLANNING FOREST REGENERATION
Planning for regeneration of your forest is a thoughtful process and there
are important considerations. Read through these lists and suggestions to
take advantage of lessons learned by your fellow forestland owners,
managers, consultants and researchers.

BY GLENN AHRENS AND CHRIS SCHNEPF

SEEDLING SELECTION AND PLANTING TECHNIQUES
Here are the most important steps in the planting process. From cone to
seed to seedling to outplanting, successful implementation of each step will
lead to a healthy outcome.

BY JAMIE KNIGHT

SUCCESSFUL REGENERATION MEANS PLANNING AHEAD
Sometimes, finding the right seedling at the right time is a daunting task.
This experienced landowner shares some of the options he has chosen to get
the timing right for his reforestation plans.

BY TOM WESTERGREEN

GROW-TO-THROW: THE DILEMMA OF A FOREST
SEEDLING NURSERY
Early seedling orders—one to 2 years before planting—helps nursery
managers provide a reliable supply without unreasonable waste. Learn
more about the nursery industry before you find yourself searching for
seedlings just prior to planting.

BY JOHN TROBAUGH

VEGETATION COMPETITION MANAGEMENT FOR
REGENERATION SUCCESS
You’ve ordered your seedlings and taken a good look at your harvest unit.
Now is the time to consider the competing vegetation and if, when and how
you’re going to control it until your new trees are free-to-grow.

BY STEVE CAFFERATA

Only 3 years after planting,
Bonnie Westergreen provides
scale to these healthy western
redcedar saplings on the family
tree farm in Washington state.
Carefully matching your
seedlings to your site and proper
planting can grow dividends for
many years to come. Photo
courtesy: Tom Westergreen

A Fond Farewell
After over 80 entertaining “Tips from the Treeman” columns, Steve Bowers has decided to
hand his pen over to a new author. I’d like to express my thanks to Steve here and hope that
you’ll do the same when you see him. The Treeman title is closely linked to Steve, so the
column will have a new name in the summer issue. We are interested in suggestions or
contributions from readers for the column title and possible authors. Our forestry community
is infused with plenty of talent, so please feel free to contact the editor at annewithnww@
gmail.com with your input. Cheers, Steve! All the best to you.



hen I purchased my tree
farm in 2002, it had 88 acres
of timberland and 124 acres

of cultivated farmland that straddled
Mill Creek. I sold off 100 acres of
the farmland to the fellow who was
renting the acreage from the previous
owners. This left me with 19 acres of
fields and a 5-acre riparian manage-
ment zone.

It was my intention to make the
15 most accessible acres fully produc-
tive timberland by planting them.
Over the years, I had tried unsuccess-
fully to plant the oldest of the fields
with Douglas-fir only to have it
become the candy store for the local
elk herd. Having first planted this
field in 2003, I replanted it again in
2006 but by the spring of 2014 I had
only about 50 surviving trees.

In 2014, I talked with a couple of
reforestation contractors that I have

used over the years on client proper-
ties and the consensus was it would
be best to plant the oldest field in red
alder, since there is an excellent stand
of natural alder on three sides and it
would eliminate the elk problem. The
remaining 9 acres could be planted
with Douglas-fir.

I entered into a stewardship con-
tract with a reforestation contractor.
His advice was to mow all three fields
and then spray them in the fall to kill
off the remaining grass and brush.
The heavy rains that came in fall
2014 nixed the idea of successfully
spraying the fields, so we decided to
prepare for planting in spring 2015 by
mowing again prior to planting and
then spot spraying around each tree
when dry weather came in May. Of

course, the summer of 2015 turned
out to be extremely dry, so I did not
have to worry about grass competing
with my seedlings, however they
didn’t grow very much either and I
did have about 5 percent mortality.

My contractor monitored the
fields, mowing the new grass and
spot spraying as necessary, through
the 2016 growing season. At the start
of the 2017 growing season my
seedlings were doing well with some
of them being over 3 feet tall.
Mother Nature decided to throw
another curve for the 2018 growing
season. Because of the heavy rains in
April and May, the field grass grew
tremendously, but by the time my
contractor could get in there we were
into the dry spell of July and he was
not able to complete the release work
for fear of starting a fire. I lost
another 3 percent or so to mortality,
but I had anticipated problems with
survival by planting heavily at 500
trees-per-acre.

In conclusion, when planning to
reforest old fields, I would first rec-
ommend that you plan for the worst.
Secondly, if you are not going to do
the work yourself, I would hire a
good reforestation contractor and
enter into a stewardship agreement to
optimize survival. ■

Good Regeneration
Stewardship is Key

W
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here are several ways to regener-
ate your forest. Regenerate
means to restore to a better,

higher and more-worthy state.
Natural regeneration, active plant-
ing, transplanting and seeding are a
few ways to regenerate a forest.
Thinning and pruning can also help
regenerate your forest.

Natural regeneration is based on
seed trees. These seed trees drop their
seeds, which sprout and take root with
no external help. This type of regener-
ation is limited to what type of seed

trees you or your neighbor own. Some
trees need more open spaces, so they
do not naturally regenerate in dense
stands of trees. Western larch is an
example of a seed that will not regen-
erate in dense grand fir stands, unless
you heavily thin or eradicate the fir.

Active planting is great if you are
trying to get a tree species started on
your property without having a seed
tree of that species. Planting seedlings
enables you to pick which species and
size you wish to grow. Planting
seedlings is great for getting a couple

years’ start on your plants over letting
them germinate from seeds. Again,
you need to have openings, so the
plants do not have competition for
the first few years.

Planting has its pitfalls. You need to
get seedlings that are suitable for your
elevation and climate. If the roots are
folded up or in an air pocket when
planted, the seedling will not thrive.
Seedlings need to be planted immedi-
ately or kept in cold storage until you
are ready to plant them. However, this
is a great way to plant large areas.

Transplanting is the process of
moving seedlings from a place you do
not want them to other places you
wish to reforest. This limits you to the
species you have on your property or
have access to. Transplanting can be
done in small numbers for selective
areas. It’s easier with a small seedling
but, with care, larger seedlings can be
moved.

Seeding is difficult. Once again you
need to have seed that is viable for
your elevation and climate. It takes
longer to seed. Without a controlled
environment, the seeds are fighting a
battle to sprout. Seeds are food for
birds, squirrels and other animals. In
very wet years seeds may rot.

After getting new trees to grow,
there is still the need to prune and
thin. Even with larger stands, thinning
can be very helpful in regenerating
your forest. As the seedlings and trees
get larger, they need more room.
Lower limbs need to be pruned to pre-
vent disease and reduce fire danger.

Proper reforestation helps promote
a healthy, sustainable forest. ■

Options to Regenerate Your Forest
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Purchasing sawlogs and timber

at the following locations:

Olympia, WA 360-596-4232

Longview, WA 360-431-8667

Springfield, OR 541-729-3922

Victor P. Musselman

2943 Hawk Lane SE
Olympia, WA 98501

Email: mussapfor@yahoo.com

503-936-5956

Small Forest Landowner and 
Certified Appraiser specializing in:

• Capital Gains • Estate • Gifting 
• Special Use IRS Appraisals



ew things on our tree farm are
more rewarding than watching a
new forest grow. And each refor-

estation project teaches me what I
need to do differently next time.

I plant Douglas-fir for timber and
western redcedar for shady edges and
species diversity. My units are small,
so I backpack spray an area around
each seedling for a couple of years.

I plant at 10-by-10 spacing. I have
small log mills close by, gently sloping
land and my forest is small enough
that I can manage it intensively.

Recently, I ended up working hard-
er than I wanted to because of two
things I didn’t do last time: I ignored
the vegetation between the trees until
it was overtopping the seedlings and I
didn’t protect the Douglas-fir from
deer browse. I ended up mechanically
cutting the brush at age five. This got
the trees free-to-grow, but then I had
to recut the brush at age 11 to pre-
commercial thin and prune. The deer
took almost all the terminal buds
from the Douglas-fir for a couple of
years, which kept them from growing
faster than the brush. Tubing the
cedar worked well.

For this spring’s planting, I plan on
using a contact herbicide to keep the
invasives out and will use a chainsaw
to keep the native brush under con-
trol. I’ve been seeing five or more deer
moving through this spring’s unit just
waiting for me to plant; the Douglas-
fir gets budcaps this time! Hopefully,
this will take care of previous refor-
estation mistakes.

A new challenge for me is provid-
ing wildlife habitat for primarily
songbirds. Native shrubs, forbs and

hardwoods provide food and shelter.
The Oregon Forest Resources
Institute’s “Wildlife in Managed
Forests: Early Seral-Associated
Songbirds” is a great resource
explaining why and how to provide
songbird habitat.

There are fewer forest openings
for songbirds due to the creation of
fewer federal forest clearcuts and
private landowners being increasingly
successful getting their clearcuts to
crown closure. Wider spacings would
help keep the area open longer but I
like 10-by-10 spacings for many rea-
sons.

I’m hoping precommercial thin-
ning, pruning and leaving non-com-
peting native shrubs and some hard-
woods will be a good compromise. I
plan on using a chainsaw to keep
native shrubs in the understory but
not overtopping the trees. Time will
tell if it works.

It’s important to get a new forest
off to a good start—both for the land
and to avoid having to replant. While
there are lots of decisions to make in
starting a forest, only a few are very
important. Most just help shape the
forest to meet a landowner’s goals. ■
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Adaptive Regeneration
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he subject of regeneration raises
the question of whether to use
artificial (planting seeds or

seedlings) or natural (seeds dropping
from trees) methods.

Artificial regeneration, while
requiring more cash outlay for
nursery stock and high labor costs,
is preferred by many in commercial
production since planted seedlings
provide more predictable stocking
rates and tend to produce marketable
trees more quickly. Seedlings have
benefits over bare seeds: they avoid
the irregularity of trees producing
good seed crops, they have enhanced
genetics from scientific research, and
seedlings avoid a major issue of
seeds not germinating from disease,
predation and poor microsites.
Artificial regeneration also stands a
better chance of success in clearcuts

because the seed source has been
removed and there is no shade to
support the germination of shade-
tolerant species. Perhaps one of the
most important reasons for using
planted seedlings is that it allows the
landowner to establish exactly the
species they want, especially if they
do not currently have those mature
seed-producing species on their land. 

One of the biggest challenges to
planting seedlings is that it typically
requires advanced planning as the
seedlings of the right species, genetics
and size may not be immediately
available from commercial nurseries.
Containerized, greenhouse-grown
stock will require at least a year in
advance for the collection of the right
seeds and seedling production. Field-
grown, bare root seedlings typically
require at least two years before they

are ready for transplanting to the
forested site. The Montana
Conservation Seedling Nursery is
completely funded by sales of
seedlings and plants for conservation
purposes, without any tax dollars. A
buyer must have a conservation plan
and order a minimum of 250
seedlings. Contact Montana Depart-
ment of Natural Resources and
Conservation at 406-542 4244 or
mtnursery@mt.gov.

Natural regeneration may be the
best choice for the owner who has
no desire or extra funds to plant
seedlings or is a short-timer. Natural
regeneration has its advantages over
artificial. Transplanting shock is
avoided in naturally established
seedlings. The seeds come from trees
that have survived and thus have
some natural genetic selection for that
specific site. Relying on natural regen-
eration also has its costs—mainly in
the form of site preparation. Most
conifer seeds germinate best on bare
mineral soil and grow best when com-
petition from grasses, forbs and
shrubs has been diminished. Burning
or mechanical scarification of the soil
surface usually allows for the best nat-
ural regeneration. Scarification may
allow natural regeneration to come in
with a vengeance that will require
thinning. In addition, soil scarification
allows noxious weeds to gain entrance
to a site.

Getting the right regeneration on
your forest at the right time requires
advanced planning and work
whether you choose natural or
artificial methods. ■
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FOR SALE
169 +/- Acres Certified Tree Farm

(American Tree Farm System Certification # WA4655)

Pacific County,WA  Tax Parcel #12080450024

Mostly 20-year-old Douglas-fir Plantation

Pre-commercially Thinned

Some Merchantable Timber

$409,500

Contact:
trees8005@yahoo.com

Norm Michaels
Forestry LLC

Forest management to
meet your goals

• Management Plans • Reforestation
• Timber inventory • Timber cruising

Over 40 years managing forests in
Oregon and Washington

541-822-3528
nmichaels2@yahoo.com
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MAY
✓ This is a good month to finish your fire season prepara-
tions. Learn the restrictions and requirements for your activi-
ties.Take your fire extinguishers in for maintenance. Sharpen
your firefighting hand tools and check your spark arrestors.

✓ See if your fire map is up-to-date and accurate. Include the
locations of structures, access roads, water sources, existing
fuel breaks, power lines, cell towers and turn arounds. Make a
few copies to distribute to the initial-attack firefighters.

✓ If you’re harvesting this year, check your logger’s fire
equipment as carefully as you check your own. Request a
“courtesy” inspection from the responsible fire protection
agency prior to fire season.

✓ Look for opportunities to construct an engine pump
chance or helicopter dip site on your property. Make sure you
know the location of the nearest water source and how an
engine can get to it. Fill your stationary or mobile water sup-
ply tanks. Make sure they’ll be ready at a moment’s notice.

✓ Introduce yourself and your forestland to the local law
enforcement and fire patrol officers.Try to build a relation-
ship before you need their help.

✓ Now that you’re ready for fire season, take time to go fish-
ing in your favorite lake or stream!

JUNE
✓ Complete your road maintenance and improvement
projects while there’s still moisture in the soil.

✓ Do your plantations need fertilization or release from
competing vegetation? Tending your trees when they’re
young will give you a better mature stand.

✓ Chain saws make good graduation gifts! You might be
able to convince your children or grandchildren to “practice”
using it to accomplish an unfinished project on the property.

✓ Make sure your graduate has good chainsaw safety,
maintenance and operation training before heading to the
woods. A website for the Stihl videos is given under “For
More Information.”

✓ Sign up for a forestry class or offer your property for a tour
or classroom site.

✓ Many family reunions happen in the summer months. It’s a
good opportunity to admire completed projects and “infect”

your successors with pride.While you’re there, be sure to take
a family photo.

✓ If you plan to burn in the fall, make sure you have a plan,
necessary permits, your help and your equipment in place
now.You’ll want to be ready to “light” as soon as the condi-
tions are right. Don’t forget to notify your local fire protection
agency even if you’re not in fire season.

✓ Research the opportunities for marketing non-timber prod-
ucts from your forestland.

JULY
✓ Measure your permanent inventory plots to give yourself
the satisfaction of “seeing” your trees grow. Another way to
appreciate your progress is to take periodic photos at estab-
lished photo points. Often, the permanent inventory plots
double as permanent photo points.

✓ Include large woody debris, snags and understory plants
in your inventory.This information can help you evaluate the
wildlife habitat on your property. After young birds have
fledged, create nesting cavities, roosts, platforms, snags or
nesting boxes for future use.

✓ Look at your forestland on Google Earth’s software from
time to time.You can use the timeline to compare older pho-
tos with current photos to see how “the big picture” has
changed over time.

✓ Monitor weather reports and be ready to respond if light-
ning is in the forecast. Patrol your forestland and report any
smokes that you encounter to the local firefighting agency.
The phone number should be programmed into your cell,
just in case! The keys are to find fires early and keep them
small until firefighters arrive, providing for personal safety
first.

Down on the Tree Farm

Down on the Tree Farm is a compilation of all of the excellent tips contributed
to this column by experienced volunteers. Suggestions are always welcome

and may be sent to the editor at:annewithnww@gmail.com.

FOR MORE INFORMATION...
check out these favorite websites and publications:
• adminrules.idaho.gov/rules/2007/20/0401.pdf

(Idaho fire prevention requirements)
• dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/forestry/docs/fire-and-aviation/prevention/

rulesregs.pdf (Montana fire prevention requirements)
• oregon.gov/ODF/Fire/FirePreventionDocuments/2017%20Fire%20

Season%20Requirements.pdf (Oregon fire prevention requirements)
• dnr.wa.gov/publications/rp—burn—forest—fire—protection—book.pdf 

(Washington fire prevention requirements)
• mylandplan.org (management planning and mapping)
• stihlusa.com/information/videos/chainsaw-safety-operation-maintenance
• knowyourforest.org/learning-library/non-timber-forest-products
• catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/pnw630 (inventory techniques)
• fs.fed.us/eng/rsac/invasivespecies/documents/Photopoint—

monitoring.pdf 
• google.com/earth



By GLENN AHRENS AND
CHRIS SCHNEPF

e plant over
100 million
trees annu-

ally in the Northwest,
with good success
overall. Natural
regeneration is also
abundant (from the
30,000-foot view). But
small woodland own-
ers can be challenged
to get everything right
in their situation,
especially if regener-
ating acres of forest is
not something they
do on a regular basis. Problems with
any part of the process can result in
partial or complete regeneration fail-
ure.

Regenerating a forest is a key part
of sustainable forestry, whether to
replace harvested trees or those that
died from fire, insects or disease.
Prompt reforestation is critical for a
variety of objectives. Each year a for-
est is understocked is a loss in timber
production. Whether or not timber
production is the primary focus, brush
or grass taking over a site can make
establishing new trees very difficult
and expensive. At a minimum, state
forest practice laws typically require
reforestation within 3-5 years of tim-
ber harvest.

When we studied forestry in col-

lege, our textbooks illustrated a clear
path to successful regeneration. By
the year 2000, we expected at least 90
percent success across the Pacific

Northwest. But there are increasing
concerns about reforestation chal-
lenges facing forest landowners,
including a shortage of seedling sup-
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Planning Forest Regeneration

W
Glenn Ahrens

Chris Schnepf
Douglas-fir plantations on private forestlands in the Oregon Coast Range.
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Forest Regeneration Planning
Know your goals and objectives.
Know the rules and regulations.
Describe your land and site characteristics in the regeneration area.
Interpret the seedling environment, specific regeneration hazards and suitable 
species/genetics.
Assess your operational constraints and options—e.g., equipment, tools and access.
Decide on planting versus natural regeneration.
Develop your detailed regeneration plan and prescription, dependent on your 
harvest operation plan.

Forest Regeneration Process
Seed collection
Seedling production
Harvest /regeneration operations
Site preparation, controlling competing vegetation and creating appropriate 
regeneration conditions
Acquiring appropriate number and species, seed source/genetics and seedling 
stock type—nursery stock, wild transplants or natural seeding
Careful handling and planting of seedlings to avoid damage or deterioration
Protection from animal damage if needed, based on assessment of likely threats 
from wildlife or domestic animals 
Monitoring of regeneration success, performance, and maintenance needs
Continued control of competing shrubs and herbs if needed

Table 1. The important steps in regeneration planning.

Tom Hanson
Tom.Hanson@ArborInfo.com

206 300 9711
www.arborinfo.com

Providing information about trees and forests



plies, repeated heat and drought
episodes and uncertainty about future
climate and suitable species/genetics
for a site. Assessing your situation and
planning actions to meet your refor-
estation objectives is essential for
improving your chances of success,
now more than ever.

Everyone approaches planning in
their own way. The important thing is
to make your own checklist, flow
chart or mental map to cover the
important steps (see Table 1). While
the series of planning and implemen-
tation steps seems linear, it is impor-
tant to circle back to revisit and adjust
key plan elements as you learn.

Know your goals and objectives but
be able to adjust. While the site and
environment determine what’s possi-
ble, there are still many options. Ask
yourself why you have this land and
what kind of forest you want. Revisit
your goals and objectives to adjust
them after you learn more about your
environmental and operational situa-
tion and limitations.

Start planning early. Changes in the
nursery industry have reduced
seedling availability for smaller plant-
ings. You can’t expect to find seedlings
to match your specific needs unless
you order them 1 to 2 years in
advance. Few nurseries will take
orders of less than 20,000 trees, so
work together with cooperative
seedling programs through your local
woodland owner association or other
groups. See the articles by John
Trobaugh and Tom Westergreen cov-
ering these opportunities in detail.

Whenever possible, start planning
your forest regeneration before any
harvesting or other activity that will
trigger the need for regeneration.
Assess vegetation both before and
after disturbance so you know what
will be competing with your seedlings.
See Steve Cafferata’s article for a
detailed discussion of vegetation con-
trol. Regeneration design depends on
harvest and site preparation methods
and vice versa. Different harvest
equipment and yarding processes
affect soils, slash, competing vegeta-

tion and the regeneration environ-
ment differently.

Know your forest and use local
experience. Study the soil/site environ-
ment, suitable tree species and regen-
eration options in your area. Start
with basic soils and topography,
macro- and micro-climate and vegeta-
tion indicators. Consult with local
advisors (e.g., Extension, SWCD,
State Forestry) and other landowners.
This can help you focus on what
works, avoid hazards and past mis-
takes, and stay informed about new
challenges.

Assess your seedling environment.
Along with selecting species adapted
to the site over the long term, assess
the potential seedling environment
and minimize hazards to seedling sur-
vival and establishment. Based on our
experience with research plantings,

operational plantings and observation
of landowner problems over a wide
range of conditions, here are common
regeneration hazards to anticipate,
avoid or mitigate:

• Heavy grass and herb cover
• Dry or wet—too wet in winter,

then too dry in summer
• Hot—heat girdling at ground sur-

face, sunscald on exposed stems, heat-
plus-drought interactions

• Cold—frost pockets or macro-
cold-air-drainage pools

• Poor soil—nutrient-deficient,
highly acidic, nutrient imbalances,
high carbon/low nitrogen

• Root disease—know the species
affected and resistant tree species

• Foliar disease—Swiss needle cast
near coast, true fir needle diseases, pine
diseases, dwarf mistletoe in overstory
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• Damaging animals—deer, elk,
beaver, mountain beaver, mice, voles,
gophers, porcupines, trespassers and
others

Prepare your own list of regenera-
tion hazards for your projects; do
some research and educated guess-
work to rate each hazard and consider
if it is something you can mitigate or
prevent.

Tree planting
Tree planting is often the surest

way to achieve reliable, well-distrib-
uted regeneration of desired species
within 2-5 years. Planting is the only
way to establish your chosen species

with no seed sources nearby. Tree
planting can also allow improved
genetics by planting trees grown from
seed produced by tree breeding pro-
grams aimed at improving growth,
disease resistance and tolerance to
environmental extremes.

With the clearcut harvest-regenera-
tion system, seedlings are normally
planted within 1 year of harvest. Even
after partial cutting where seed trees
are present, most managers plant trees
to ensure they get a head start on
competing vegetation. Seed tree and
shelterwood systems in mixed conifer
forests are often used with natural
regeneration, supplemented by plant-
ing when needed. See the article by
Jamie Knight for more on methods
for successful tree planting.

Planning for natural regeneration
Natural regeneration potential can

be high in some Northwest forest
types. Western hemlock and red alder
often regenerate prolifically on coastal
sites. East of the Cascades, lodgepole
pine regenerates after fires; Douglas-
fir and grand fir can be abundant
after partial cutting. Natural seedlings
of local species near the site are likely
to be relatively adapted to the range
of environmental conditions occur-
ring on the site. Natural regeneration
can save you some costs for seedlings
and planting, though successful natu-
ral regeneration still requires site
preparation to produce the right
seedbed for your desired species.

Natural regeneration can be a path

to genetic improvement, to the extent
that you leave seed trees with superior
form and growth to regenerate the
site. However, this also works in
reverse—if seed trees are inferior,
poorly-formed leftovers from harvests
that took the best trees, forest genetics
can be degraded.

Seed trees in proximity to your site
may not be good reforestation species.
For example, grand fir and Douglas-
fir commonly seed in naturally, but
often have serious long-term insect
and disease issues for Inland
Northwest forests. Red alder often
regenerates on sites where they will
not grow well in the long run. If in
doubt, touch base with a local forester
to see which species are most sustain-
able for your site over the long term.

If you are counting on natural
regeneration, it is important to under-
stand natural processes for the species
of interest. Most Northwest conifer
seed does not last longer than 1-2
years after reaching the ground, so
you cannot count on a seed bank in
the forest floor. Make sure you have
enough seed trees within or at the
edges of the unit.

Trees can produce a lot of seed, but
annual seed production varies by
species, climate and other factors. For
example, Douglas-fir cone crops are
quite variable, with heavy cone crops
every 5-7 years; ponderosa pine nor-
mally produces good cone crops every
4-6 years; lodgepole pine produces
good cone crops every 1-2 years.
Western hemlock and red alder have
some cones almost every year and
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Lead tree planter sets the pace for
planting Douglas-fir in the Oregon
Coast Range. 
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By JAMIE KNIGHT

any a forest-
land owner
has planted

trees on their proper-
ty and are dismayed
with the result. Either
they have high rates
of mortality, or the rates of growth
aren’t what they were expecting. This
is particularly frustrating when the
landowner has invested a lot of
money and time into the project.
Repeated planting failures can ruin
the experience and turn a landowner
off reforesting their property. What
are some of the factors that cause
these failures?

Seedling selection
First, have a solid plan for obtain-

ing seedlings. Many landowners don’t
order seedlings in advance and feel
obligated to take whatever is avail-
able. This can lead to seedlings that
aren’t native to the area or are an off-
site species. Remember that 1-2 grow-
ing seasons are needed to produce
most reforestation seedlings and they

may not be available when a
landowner is ready to plant if they
aren’t ordered in advance.

When foresters look for seedlings,
they are initially looking at the seed
zone origin. Many people become
concerned about the location of the
nursery where the seedlings were
grown, but the location where the
seed was collected is the primary con-
cern. Many of the nurseries that
produce seedlings suitable for use
throughout Oregon are in neighbor-
ing states. If the nursery is a reputable
business and producing quality plant
materials with seed native to the proj-
ect area, these seedlings are optimum
for the project.

Tree seed zones are much more
specific than the USDA planting
zones that many large commercial
nurseries use. There are many factors
that went into determining tree seed
zones. Climatic and geographic fea-
tures, as well as soil types, are impor-
tant factors in determining seed zones.
As a rule of thumb, seedlings should
be placed within the host seed zone,
or an immediately adjacent seed zone.
This keeps seedlings close to the prop-

er climate conditions and soils that
their genes tell them they need to
grow.

Another key factor in seedling
selection is the original elevation of
the harvested seed. Ideally, trees
would be placed within 500 feet of the
seed source elevation. Since the ideal
situation seldom ever pans out, and
seed collection often doesn’t cover
every elevation band, a practical rule
of thumb is to maintain 500 feet or
less in elevation gain (moving
upwards), but 1,000 feet or less in ele-
vation loss (moving down) is accept-
able. Elevation can have a huge
impact on rates of growth and mor-
tality and should be a key focus when
selecting seedlings.

Seedling Selection and Planting Techniques

M

When selecting seedlings for your planting
site, consider not only the health of the
plant but also the seed zone and elevation
where the seed was collected. 
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Seedling sources
Knowing the key factors in

seedling selection and having the
resources to obtain seedlings are two
very different things. This may seem
like a very overwhelming task. In
many cases, landowners feel like they
have to go about this process all on
their own. This is false. In addition to
the traditional resources, like profes-
sional foresters, there are other oppor-
tunities for landowners to obtain their
seedlings. Seedling sales with local
Soil & Water Conservation Districts,
small woodlands associations or other
professional organizations may be one
answer for landowners. It still war-
rants ensuring you are getting the
species, seed zone and elevation you
are looking for, but these sales are put
together by natural resource special-
ists and likely offer high-quality
seedlings for their local area.

In Northeast Oregon, there is a
non-profit organization, Blue
Mountain Private Lands Forest
Network (PLFN), that provides
seedlings, hand tool rental and cold
storage services to private landowners
in Union, Baker, Wallowa and
Umatilla counties. This entity can buy
seedlings in bulk and then pass those
savings on to landowners. Another
benefit of the PLFN is having
resource professionals who carefully
match seed zones and elevations for
landowners. Additionally, PLFN can
contract-grow very large orders in the
event of natural disasters, such as
wildfires.

Another benefit of buying
seedlings locally is the knowledge
that the seedlings are being cared for
and stored properly. Seedlings should
be kept consistently cooled and han-
dled with care. Ideally, seedlings
should be kept between 32-34 degrees
Fahrenheit. These temperatures will
keep seedlings from re-freezing but will
also combat botrytis or gray mold.
Botrytis is a fungus found on many
types of plant materials. Botrytis in
the nursery/seedling cooler atmos-
phere can be catastrophic. Trees with

botrytis on them will likely not survive
once planted. While botrytis is not
uncommon, appropriate care and con-
ditions will minimize the impacts and
occurrences of infection. Botrytis is
often confused with mycorrhizae,
which is also a fungus, but is beneficial
to the roots of seedlings. When in
doubt, ask an expert to identify the
fungus.

Handling
Handling is another time when

trees should be treated with care.
Some nurseries will offer shipping via
UPS or FedEx for small lots. This is
an option for emergency situations
but can be detrimental to trees. These
shipping companies do not offer cli-
mate-controlled shipments; therefore,
trees can begin to awaken from their

–Continued on next page–
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cold storage dormancy during trans-
port. Another factor is the type of
handling the boxes receive. Seedlings
should be treated like living material.
Rough handling in and out of the
packaging can impact survival rates.

Trees shipped to local sources are
generally shipped in large refrigerated
trucks. Once they are unloaded, they
are quickly moved into the cold stor-
age environment. This minimizes
exposure to the elements prior to
heading to the field for planting.

Seedlings that are exposed to the
elements will likely suffer from a
dried-out root system and be planted
in an already-stressed, if not already-
dead, state. Keeping seedlings stored
on-site in a cool environment with
bags closed will limit exposure. Use a
planting bag and liner to limit expo-
sure. If seedlings will be on-site for
several days before being planted, a
little moisture added to the bag will
help keep the fine roots in the system
damp and alive. If seedlings cannot be
planted within a few days of being
removed from the cooler, consider

splitting the trees that get taken to the
field and making more trips to the
cooler. Cool trees will ultimately be
happier trees.

Site considerations
Many trees are planted without

considering competing vegetation and
many of these trees don’t manage to
make it through their first growing
season. There are many ways to
reduce the competition. Chemicals are
one way to eliminate the vegetation
on the site, or on microsites for indi-
vidual trees. Care must be taken to
ensure the proper application rates
and techniques for any herbicide.
Some species of seedlings are very
susceptible to damage from herbi-
cides. You will find more information
on chemical site preparation in Steve
Cafferata’s article in this issue.

Another option is to scalp the
competing vegetation back from the
planting area. This technique consists
of scraping the vegetation from the
planting site with a planting tool.
While this is labor intensive, it’s a
great way to reduce competition for
site resources.

Installation of vegetation mats is
another option. These mats are made

from the same material as weed barri-
er fabric but are cut into squares and
then staked to the ground around the
seedlings. Essentially, they smother
out the grass and weeds. Weed mats
are an effective tool but may require
quite a bit of maintenance to keep
them staked down properly. They may
also provide rodent habitat in the win-
ter, which can be problematic for the
young trees.

Certain microsites can provide
shade for seedlings, such as near a
downed log or a stump. Plant on the
north side of these features for protec-
tion from the hottest summer sun. If
these features don’t exist, alternative
methods of providing shade can be
utilized. Cardboard and mesh cards
can provide the same type of protec-
tion, but again will require a financial
and labor commitment from the
landowner.

Animal browse damage can affect
the survival of freshly planted
seedlings. The high nutrient content
from nursery grown trees makes them
a delicacy to wildlife in the area. If
the planting area has a large wildlife
population, it may be prudent to con-
sider methods of protection from
browse.
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Cold storage provides an environment that minimizes exposure to the elements before
seedlings head to the field for planting.
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Protection tubes are mesh plastic
cylinders designed to slide over a
seedling and protect it from browse.
The tubes are staked to the ground
using bamboo gardening stakes. Like
weed mats, browse protection tubes
will result in additional cost and
maintenance and may need to be
removed from the seedling at some
point to prohibit stunted or irregular
growth.

Another browse deterrent is a topi-
cal application of blood meal. While
inexpensive and simple to use, blood
meal solution would likely need to be
applied several times before trees
weren’t palatable or desired by local
wildlife.

Bud caps can protect the terminal
bud of the seedling. While bud caps
don’t protect the whole tree from
browse damage, they do protect the
terminal leader (top) of the tree and
allow it to continue to grow.

Planting
There are many ways to go about

planting seedlings, from traditional
shovel or hoedad planting, to auger or
machine planting. Seedling stock-
type, soil conditions and finances are
all key considerations to deciding
what method to use. For most private,
non-industrial landowners who are
doing their own labor, hand planting
with shovels or hoedads will be the
likely choice. This method accommo-
dates a variety of stock types and is
the least expensive option, at least in
term of finances. Physical outputs are
another discussion altogether.

While a common shovel may look
like a good idea, planting shovels are
built to withstand the stresses of
planting. Planting shovels also have a
long and narrow spade on them,
allowing for adequate room for the
root mass. Hoedads are also built
specifically for planting and allow for
similar depth and width. Check with
your local Extension agent or agency
staff to see if these specialized tools
can be rented or borrowed locally.

Making sure the root mass is all
directed downward will save a lot of

planting heartbreak. Trees that are
J- or L-rooted may grow for several
years before they succumb to this
common, yet preventable cause of
planting failure. While bareroot
seedlings are more susceptible to this
form of failure, containerized
seedlings can also be planted so that
the roots don’t grow straight down.
As the name implies, the roots are
bent in the planting hole and grow
outward (L) or upward (J).

When planting seedlings, air pock-
ets can be a real detriment to their
survival. The loose soil around the
seedling does not need to be tamped
down, as if you were burying a post,
but should be gently pushed down
into the planting hole so that air
pockets are eliminated. If an air pock-
et remains, a portion of the root mass
will dry out and seedling death can
result.

Trees should be planted up to the
top of the root collar. An easy way to
ensure this happens is to plant the tree
nearly to the first needles. This is
another step to ensure that the root
mass is adequately covered and pre-
vent any roots from drying out. Once
the tree is secure in the hole, you
should be able to gently tug on one or
two of the top needles of the tree.
When you tug, the tree should remain

firm in the ground and not feel like it
is trying to pull free.

In the infamous words of an old
silviculturist, the key to tree planting
success is to plant green up and
brown down. Everything beyond that
is just details! Remember to utilize the
knowledge and expertise of the pro-
fessional foresters in the area. Their
tips and tricks may be the difference
between planting failure and planting
success.  ■

JAMIE KNIGHT graduated from
Treasure Valley Community College
with associate degrees in forestry
management and wildland fire
management in 2000. This summer
marks her 20th fire season and 19
years with Oregon Department of
Forestry. She has been involved with
the Private Lands Forest Network for
15 years. Jamie is also involved with
the Blue Mountain Chapter of Society
of American Foresters, and is a
certified American Tree Farm System
Inspector, and the ATFS Inspector of
the Year 2013. She lives in La Grande,
Oregon with her husband and daugh-
ter and enjoys spending time in the
outdoors. Jamie can be reached at
541-963-0195 or Jamie.knight@
oregon.gov.
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Millwood Timber, Inc.
Purchasing Douglas Fir &

White Wood logs

• Specializing in OVER SIZE
(no maximum diameter)

• Shorts and lower grades welcomed

• Log yard and scaling in Tumwater, Exit 99 off I-5

Contact: Rich Nelson at 253-670-1827
Email: rbn.millwoodtimber@gmail.com Fax: 253-563-9900



By TOM WESTERGREEN

uccessful regen-
eration plan-
ning for timber,

which take decades to
grow, should be start-
ed when planning a
timber harvest—if
not before. Long-term planning is not
always an easy concept for some for-
est landowners to grasp. Some assume
you can just pick up new seedlings the
week before it is time to plant, as
though shopping at a big box conven-
ience store. But when it comes to
regenerating your forest, a successful
reforestation project can take several
years of planning.

The Whatcom County and Clark
County chapters of the Washington
Farm Forestry Association hold
annual spring tree seedling sales for
their members and the public. Sales
have been held for many years and we

have learned the importance of plan-
ning ahead so we can have the
seedlings we need.

The Clark County chapter sells
about 20 different tree varieties to the
public and arranges for large numbers
of Douglas-fir and cedar seedlings for

their members’ reforestation needs.
I am a member of the Whatcom

County chapter, which sells about a
dozen conifer species, such as pon-
derosa pine, Fraser fir, giant sequoia
and other trees not necessarily native
to our area. These seedlings are pur-
chased from one or more Northwest
commercial forest seedling nurseries.
As long-time customers, we place a
deposit with our order a minimum of
8 months ahead of time, and usually
12 months or more. Only occasionally
have we had to scramble to find
replacement seedlings because of a
nursery supply issue.

For native species like western red-
cedar, Douglas-fir and western hem-
lock, when the seedlings will be used
for timber production, both chapters
want to make sure an adapted local
seed source is used to grow these trees.
Clark County chapter members have
collected Douglas-fir cones to pro-
duce the seed for their seedlings.
Similarly, the Whatcom County chap-
ter has collected Douglas-fir cones in
the past, but for our future needs, we
have decided to purchase Douglas-fir
and western hemlock seed from large
local landowners who have their own
tree improvement seed orchards.
Recently, we have picked western red-
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Successful Regeneration Means Planning Ahead

S

The Whatcom County chapter of WFFA holds a popular annual seedling sale for local
landowners. 
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Members of the Whatcom County chapter (l to r: Helen Arntson, Dick Vollmer, Jan
Vollmer and Ed Westergreen) volunteered to collect western redcedar cones to provide a
reliable local supply of seed for family forestland owners. 
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cedar cones and contracted with nurs-
eries to use our seed to custom-grow
seedlings.

Whatcom County can have severe
weather conditions of cold, drying
winds that come down the Fraser
River canyon in British Columbia.
Because of these sometimes-harsh
conditions, we have chosen to use
locally sourced seed from our native
trees, instead of from other parts of
western Washington and Oregon.

Collecting our own western red-
cedar seed has been a fun, educational
activity for the Whatcom County
chapter, which we have done in 1995,
2003 and 2018. One redcedar tree
could easily yield a bushel of cones to
supply seed needs for 10 years. But, to
provide for more future genetic vari-
ability of our seedlings, we make the
extra effort to clip cone branches from
a dozen or more redcedar trees from
slightly different elevations and expo-
sures and growing some distance
apart. The 2018 collection took place
the first week of September when the
seed was fully mature. If cones are
picked too early, before the seed fully
develops, germination and storability
can be reduced. With proper handling
and freezer storage, our redcedar seed
has stayed viable for almost 12 years
and a Douglas-fir collection in 1995
is still being used. This year the cones
were very mature, with some cones
already opening and dropping the
tiny two-winged seeds. This means we
could have done this collection a cou-
ple of weeks earlier. Sixteen members
showed up to sit around Ed
Westergreen’s machine shop to sepa-
rate the redcedar cones from the
foliage, which entailed picking,
pulling and stripping the small cones
off the branches. It took a good part
of a day to collect four bushels of
clean cones. Each half-bushel of
cones was put in a loose-weave pota-
to sack for ventilated storage before
the seed was extracted. These tiny
seeds are living plants and need to be
handled with care so they do not
overheat or become moldy.

The Silvaseed Company in Roy

processed our four bushels by remov-
ing the seeds from the cones. This
yielded 3.6 pounds of seed of 98 per-
cent purity with 384,320 seeds per
pound. The seeds will be tested to
determine their germination rate, so

the nursery will know the correct
number to sow. This year’s collection
will provide enough seedlings to
regenerate 600 acres with western red-
cedar. During years with good cone
crop projections, seed companies, like
Silvaseed, operate cone-buying sta-
tions across the state and will do cus-
tom cone collections for customers.

Two to 2.5 years before an annual
sale, the Whatcom chapter contracts
with the Fir Run Nursery to sow our
seed and grow a one-year-old plug
seedling. We then contract with the
WACD Plant Material Center in Bow
to transplant the plug seedlings into
their fields for another year of
growth. The result will be sturdy, 18-
inch-tall redcedar seedlings, with very
bushy roots ready for planting to
regenerate forestland in our area. This
is a lot of extra work, but this is what
it takes to assure we have high-quality
seedlings, grown from local seed for
our members and the public, here in
the far northwest corner of
Washington.

For my personal tree farm needs, I
purchase local, seed-orchard-
improved Douglas-fir seed and then
have nurseries custom grow plug-
transplant (P-1) seedlings, the person-
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–Continued on next page–

A P-1 Douglas-fir seedling planted in
western Washington. The seed was sown
in the nursery in a “plug” container, then
the one-year-old seedling was transplanted
to grow in a nursery bed for another year.
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al preference on our tree farm. A pri-
vate forest seedling nursery has
worked with us to grow lots as small
as 3,000 seedlings. When planning 2-3
years ahead of time, you may end up
with a few too many seedlings or
some years not enough. When we run
short, additional seedlings can be pur-
chased from our chapter seedling sale
or sometimes local timber companies.

When we order too many, extra
seedlings can usually find a home with
other landowners in the area, but it
can force one to overstock a unit or
plant Douglas-fir on a site that should
have been redcedar. You must plan
and then be flexible when plans
change, as they often will.

If you only need a small number of
seedlings, such as under 1,000, there

are several options that can work.
Once the planting season has started,
seedlings might be available at annual
tree or plant sales put on by a farm
forestry chapter, Conservation
District or native plant club.
Additionally, other forestland owners
in your area may have surplus trees to
sell. These options might work for
you, but you may pay higher prices
and likely will not get the seedlings
until the end of the planting season.

Predicting seedling needs 2-3 years
ahead of time is also difficult for the
nurseries and larger industrial forest
owners. Nurseries have seen years
where demand collapsed and hun-
dreds of thousands of seedlings were
destroyed or, like the last few years,
seedling demand increased, and nurs-
eries did not have enough supply.

Remember that it takes decades to
grow your trees, which means you are
regenerating a forest for the future.
Early planning can make sure the seed
for your trees is an appropriate source
for your forestland. The correct size
and type of seedling can make a big
difference in the early success of the
plantation and the cost of your invest-
ment. As tree farmers we need to be
forward-thinkers and long-term plan-
ners who are willing to make the
investment of time and funds for the
“generations to come.” ■

TOM WESTERGREEN is a 4th-genera-
tion tree farmer in the Sumas foothills
area, just a few miles south of the
U.S.-Canada border. Tom received a
degree in forest management from
Washington State University, and
recently retired from a career with pri-
vate timber companies. He has been
an active WFFA and Whatcom chap-
ter member since 1974 and has served
as WFFA treasurer and president. The
family’s tree farms are certified by the
American Tree Farm System and Tom
was awarded the 2017 National
Outstanding Inspector of the Year.
Tom can be reached at tomwester-
green@gmail.com.
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Approximately 10 million seedlings in annual production
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David Gerdes          Mike Gerdes

inquiries@silvaseed.com
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SILVASEED COMPANY
P.O. Box 118 • Roy, WA 98580 • (253) 843-2246



By JOHN TROBAUGH

doubt that there
is a forest seedling
nursery in the

Pacific Northwest
that is not acutely
aware that demand
for seedlings currently
exceeds supply. I also suspect if they
had known 2-3 years ago that there
would be such a high demand for
seedlings, they would have increased
production, if they had additional
capacity. On the flip side, there was
probably not a single forest seedling
nursery in the Pacific Northwest
growing for speculation sales that did
not throw away large quantities, in
some cases millions, of seedlings when
the Great Recession hit in the late
2000s and early 2010s. The expression
commonly used in the industry is
grow-to-throw, and most nursery
owners are hesitant to grow large
quantities of speculative seedlings for
an uncertain future. It is a very cyclic
industry and if you have worked in it
long enough you have ridden the
roller coaster more than once.

A nursery can reduce risk from an
uncertain speculation market by fill-
ing its capacity with contract growing.
Growing seedlings on contract is a
much safer business model and is the
direction that many nurseries have
taken. Unfortunately, that leaves
many small forestland owners without
a source of seedlings for reforestation.

In October 2018, I sent a survey to
22 nurseries in Oregon, Washington
and Idaho asking if they grow
seedlings for speculation sales, and
how many total and speculation
seedlings they grow. Eleven nurseries
responded and nine of those nurseries
indicated that they do grow seedlings
for the speculation market. The 11
responding nurseries indicated that

they grow a total of 27,500,000
seedlings, and the nine that grow for
speculation sales indicated that they
grow 5,730,000 seedlings for specula-
tion. To put that into perspective, the
annual seedling production for
Oregon, Washington, Idaho and
Montana is 61,748,900, 49,787,838,
13,148,824, and 1,195,902, respective-
ly, for a total of 125,881,464 seedlings
(Hernandez, G., et al. 2018). To sum it
all up for the region, of the 126 mil-
lion seedlings produced, at least 6 mil-
lion are for speculation sales. I am
sure that there are nurseries growing
for speculation sales that did not
respond to my survey and are not
included in these numbers, but the
quantity of seedlings for speculation
is still relatively small compared to the
total quantity of seedlings grown.

The nurseries that responded indi-
cating that they do grow seedlings for
speculation sales are:
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Successful reforestation relies on quality
seedlings of compatible species, seed zone
and elevation like these 1-1 Douglas-fir
shown by the author. 
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Grow-to-Throw: The Dilemma of
a Forest Seedling Nursery

I

Buying Douglas-fir and Red Cedar Poles in
Western Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.

Contact a local buyer near you for more
information or you can visit us at

www.ldm.com.

Washington Resource Manager

Larry Putnam
Cell: (425) 239-4157
Office: (360) 403-8007

Oregon Resource Manager

Ben Johnson
Cell: (541) 729-2099 
Office: (541) 466-3206

Idaho Resource Manager

Aaron Henson
Cell: (280) 830-4584
Office: (208) 276-7009

–Continued on next page–



Washington—Aldrich Berry Farm
& Nursery, Inc., Mossyrock; Fir Run
Nursery, Orting; Lewis River
Reforestation, Woodland; Plant
Materials Center, Bow; Plants of the
Wild, Tekoa; and Webster Forest
Nursery, Olympia.

Oregon—Brooks Tree Farm,
Brooks; Champoeg Nursery, Aurora;
and Lava Nursery, Hood River.

I also asked the nurseries for com-
ments and/or suggestions to help fam-
ily forestland owners locate seedlings
for reforestation. They were as fol-
lows:

• Order one year in advance
• Reserve seedlings before you

begin timber harvest
• Ordering starts in late summer for

shipping the following winter/spring
• Many seed lots can be used for

both Christmas trees and timber.
There is a lot of demand for both uses
so order very early, by March 2019 for
2020 planting is not too early.

• Plan and coordinate with your
nursery as to species, how many and
your approximate timeline. Our main
area that we grow for is southwest
Washington, so if your forest is sub-
stantially outside that area, we need
to work a couple years ahead of your
need so I can produce for your seed
zone.

• To ensure the correct seed source
for your area please order one year in
advance.

I like the general theme of those
comments: plan ahead. That should
apply to your whole forest steward-
ship program. Before doing any tim-
ber harvest, look to see what species
are growing there and are healthy. If
there are pockets of root rot, map the
location and plan to replant with
species immune or resistant to the dis-
ease. Plan for site preparation, control
of competing vegetation, seedlings
and planting. If you wait to purchase
seedlings until right before planting,
then you might not be able to locate

seedlings from the correct seed zone
and be forced to delay reforestation; it
all depends on the supply and
demand of seedlings that year.

In addition to planning ahead,
another key to success is strength in
numbers. There are woodland owners’
chapters that contract to grow
seedlings for their members.
Woodland associations with seedling
sales programs either purchase seed or
collect cones from their members’
forests and then contract to have the
seedlings grown. By contracting they
are sure to have seedlings and can
negotiate to get them at a lower price. 

The Washington County Small
Woodlands Association (WCSWA)
purchases seed from the Oregon
Department of Forestry and contracts
with Lewis River Reforestation to
grow the seedlings (Shumaker, 2013).
They send out a seedling order form
to their membership along with a
newsletter in the summer and mem-
bers return the seedling order form
with a deposit for the seedlings. That
gives the chapter plenty of time to
determine the quantity of seedlings
that members will purchase. If they
don’t have enough seedlings on con-
tract, they can go out on the market
and purchase more seedlings. If they
anticipate having a surplus of
seedlings, they can start working to
sell the surplus. Seedlings are picked
up at the nursery and stored in a cool-
er, then distributed to members—the
most time-consuming part of the pro-
gram (Shumaker, 2013).

WCSWA estimates that the seedling
sales program, everything from seed to
the last seedling delivery and turning
off the cooler, requires 78.5 hours of
volunteer time plus 1358 miles. The
price charged for seedlings should
include administrative costs, truck
rental to haul seedlings and cooler
rental. In addition to securing
seedlings, this provides a valuable serv-
ice to members, generates revenue for
chapter programs and serves as an
effective membership recruitment tool.
From a nursery perspective, this is a
great role model to contract grow for
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Some woodland owner association
chapters collect cones from their members’
forests and have a nursery grow their
seedlings. These are tiny western redcedar
cones collected by the Whatcom County
chapter in Washington. 
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Conifer and Hardwood Pulp Logs

and Chunks over 3’ in length

PACIFIC FIBRE PRODUCTS, INC.
Rob Vance (360) 355-2817
Paul Hadaller (360) 431-9661



small forestland owners and reduce
risk from speculation growing.

If the woodlands association chap-
ter ends up with surplus seedlings, the
contract nursery might be able to
match them up with a landowner who
needs seedlings; neighboring chapters
may need seedlings; or they could
host a plant sale and/or advertise
seedlings for sale on the Forest
Seedling Network (forestseedlingnet-
work.com). The Forest Seedling
Network is an online location where
nurseries can post seedlings for sale
and landowners can search for
seedlings.

Saplings, LLC (mysaplings.com) is
an online business that was started to
allow small woodland owners to order
high-quality, industry-standard
seedlings. We make planning your
reforestation easy by sourcing seed,
placing orders with regionally specific
nurseries and providing tree storage or
shipping so that, when you’re ready to
plant, you have the trees you need. It
is like contracting to have your
seedlings grown for you, which
requires placing your order 1.5-2.5

years ahead of planting.
Finally, try growing your own

seedlings. Numerous nurseries across
the United States got started when
Christmas tree growers decided to
stop purchasing seedlings and started
growing their own seedlings. The
small plot of seedlings growing next
to the family garden expanded over
time to become a commercial nursery.
I will caution that it is not easy; how-
ever, if you enjoy gardening or
Christmas trees, or similar plant-
growing interests, then you might
enjoy the challenge. The Reforestation,
Nurseries, & Genetics Resources web-
site (rngr.net) is a great source of
information and includes the publica-
tions “Raising Forest Tree Seedlings at
Home: Simple Methods for Growing
Conifers of the Pacific Northwest
from Seeds” and “Raising Native
Plants in Nurseries: Basic Concepts.”

If you do find yourself searching
for seedlings for the current planting
season and all the nurseries are sold
out, don’t give up too early. A nursery
field inventory is conducted in the fall
that provides an estimate of the num-

ber of packable seedlings. Nurseries
usually hold back a reserve balance so
that they don’t oversell and then must
refund customers for seedlings that
they could not deliver. During the lift-
ing and packing season, usually
December through March on the west
side of the Cascades, the nursery can
pack more seedlings than their field
inventory predicted, which is referred
to as overrun. If this happens, then
the reserve balance and overrun
becomes available and the nursery will
have seedlings for sale. On the forestry
side of the business, the planting
acreage estimation and/or the plant-
ing density might have been off the
target and now the forester has extra
seedlings that they need to sell. It is a
very dynamic time of the year and
seedling supplies can change. It’s best
to keep in touch with the nurseries.
One of the best references for
nurseries in the Northwest is the
Oregon Department of Forestry
“Sources of Native Forest Nursery
Seedlings,” (oregon.gov/ODF/
Documents/WorkingForests/seedling-
catalog.pdf). ■

JOHN TROBAUGH is the program
manager for Webster Forest Nursery
in Olympia, Washington. He earned a
B.S. in forest management from
Oregon State University and a M.S.
in forest soils/silviculture from
University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point. He has managed nurseries in
Wisconsin, Oregon and Washington
for a total of 30 years. John can be
reached at 360-902-1270 or
john.trobaugh@dnr.wa.gov.
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Matching supply and demand in the forest nursery industry can be challenging.
Landowners will be more likely to find the seedlings they need if the search begins
1-2 years before planting. 
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Connecting Forest Landowners with
Seedlings, Services and Contractors

DISCOVER Our Interactive Website
www.forestseedlingnetwork.com

BUY/SELL SEEDLINGS • FIND VENDOR SERVICES & CONTRACTORS • VALUABLE RESOURCES

LUSIGNAN FORESTRY, INC.
Shelton, WA

360-426-1140

Forestry consultants serving
timberland owners small and large,

private and public since 1972.

Forest Management, Timber Cruising,
Inventories and Valuations, Timber Harvest

Administration and Lump Sum Sales

E-MAIL: JFROST@LFIFOREST.COM
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By STEVE CAFFERATA

lantation
management
involves many

steps, from pre-
harvest planning,
site preparation (site
prep), planting stock
selection and care to planting and
post-planting care. Each of these steps
is a critical link toward establishing a
successful plantation; breaking any
link leads to poor results. The estab-
lishment of a new forest is in some
ways like raising a child, and it takes
almost the same length of time. The
care (and cost) may be less with trees,
but vigilance and action are required
over time to attain success.

One of my early experiences was
walking through a first-year planta-
tion in late summer. It had been treat-
ed with herbicide by helicopter and a
dry summer followed. I came upon an
area where the helicopter had missed
a strip of vegetation. All trees in this
missed strip were dead. On either side,

the trees were all alive. Certainly, we
don’t always see such dramatic differ-
ences, but this illustrates the impor-
tance of controlling competing vege-
tation in the plantation establishment
process. In this case, vegetation con-
trol was critical for survival. Growth is
equally dependent on good vegetation
control. Properly established and
cared-for trees develop on a faster
growth trajectory that lasts for many
years.

The best time to treat competing
vegetation is before the problem is
obvious. For herbaceous vegetation,
particularly grass and invasive species,
midwinter to very early spring is the
time to determine the action you will
take. At that time the germinants are
about the size of a pinhead. Get down
on your hands and knees to look at
them. Each one will develop into a
thirsty competitor. These plants can
develop in colder soils than your
seedlings and will be well-established
before the trees wake up. We are trying
to tip the balance in favor of the trees
we are planting and growing. They

usually need some help to become free
to grow, just like children.

Determine what actions will be
needed to establish a new plantation
before you harvest an existing one.
Visit nearby new plantations to watch
the plant progression and talk to man-
agers to find out what worked and
what did not. Walking your unit will
give you the opportunity to do pre-
harvest site prep if you see hardwoods
that will re-sprout. Seeing Scotch
broom carcasses on the forest floor
would indicate a seed bank of Scotch
broom waiting patiently for the light
your harvest will bring. This observa-
tion can impact your site prep plans,
such as minimizing soil disturbance or
application of a chemical recipe
designed to inhibit Scotch broom.

Vegetation control can also reduce
the impact of animal damage on your
new seedlings. For example, distribut-
ing site resources to your new trees
will help them outgrow deer and elk
browse faster. Another example is
controlling grass to reduce meadow
vole girdling by eliminating cover
close to trees where mice can hide.

Within these three stages, pre-har-
vest, site prep and release (treatment

Vegetation Competition Management
for Regeneration Success

P

WE ARE A COMMUNITY OF PEOPLE WHO 
STAND FOR FUTURE FORESTS.

LINKING FUTURE FORESTS
TO COMMUNITIES
There’s a simple way you can ensure healthy 
forests for generations to come while 
supporting the people and communities 
who depend on them.

Choose the Sustainable Forestry 
Initiative® (SFI) Standard for your 
working forest. The actions we take today 
determine the future of our forests.

Learn more at 
sfiprogram.org  |  wasfi.org



after the trees are planted to release
the trees from factors that impair
growth), we have many different
approaches. We need to think of the
interactions and trade-offs for each
treatment option and evaluate the
effectiveness of each towards achiev-
ing the landowner’s goal while con-
trolling cost.

I firmly believe that deciding if
action is necessary is more important
than deciding exactly how to do the
action. Once the decision is made that
action is necessary, there are two gen-
eral categories of activities to consider:
mechanical and chemical. Mechanical
includes handwork, such as pulling
out plants, hoeing, clipping or hand-
cutting; use of power equipment with
excavators, tractors or brush-cutters;
and mulching with organic material,
purchased mats or newspaper.
Wrapping seedling stems with alu-
minum foil or protecting them with
Vexar® tubes are also forms of
mechanical activity.

Chemical control includes many
different methods to control competi-
tors. Methods include hack-and-
squirt, basal bark treatment, thin-line,
broadcast, spot treatment and other
variants. Along with all these tech-
niques are the many chemical choices
that can be used singly or combined
in many ways. Determining the opti-

mal chemical recipe for a site provides
foresters with in-depth conversations
that can last hours.

Deciding on a site prep and release
vegetation management strategy
demands predicting the vegetation
development over time under alterna-
tive treatment schemes. Flexibility to
change treatments must be based on
frequent visits and evaluations. There
are always surprises on every unit.

Part of this decision process is pre-
dicting the costs, the probability of
getting the work done with the proper
timing and the quality of the treat-
ment execution. As an example, con-
sider a harvest done in a Willamette
Valley fringe unit on relatively gentle
ground. Let’s assume the unit has a
brushy understory of vine maple,
Himalayan blackberry, Scotch broom
and other shrubs. This unit would not
be a good candidate for pre-logging
hack-and-squirt because the plants
are multi-stemmed and have small
diameters. Broadcast spraying the

understory, although possible, would
be difficult because access would be
problematic. Post-logging site prep
could be either mechanical (e.g., exca-
vator pulling and piling) or a chemical
broadcast treatment. Both these
approaches present difficulties. The
mechanical treatment has a longer
work window and will provide access
for subsequent treatments. It is proba-
bly higher-cost and will require inten-
sive weed control starting right after
planting as the bare soil will be an
ideal seedbed for invasive weeds,
Scotch broom, blackberry and other
plants. Chemical site prep will be less
expensive and will not create a bare
soil seedbed. Depending on the recipe,
first-year germination can be inhibit-
ed. On the negative side, timing is
more critical because treatment must
be accomplished after the harvest-
damaged brush has recovered enough
foliage to accept the chemical, but
before fall senescence starts.
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ALDER WANTED
Also Maple & Ash; Saw Logs, Pulp Logs,

& Timber Deeds

Contact Our Resource Group at These Locations:

Coos Bay, OR Ed G. (541) 404-3701

Eugene, OR Dick W. (541) 206-4105
Tim T. (541) 231-4758

Garibaldi, OR Lee A. (541) 290-9892

Longview, WA John A. (360) 269-2500

Centralia, WA Jeremy M. (360) 520-5565
Bill B. (360) 520-2287

Mt. Vernon, WA Joe M. (425) 210-5880
Mark F. (360) 202-9141

–Continued on next page–

A weed puller is used to pull invasive
Scotch broom under a powerline to create
neotropical bird habitat.
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Another issue involves how the
chemical will be delivered, which
depends on size and location of the
unit. Helicopters are difficult for small
woodland owners to obtain, so the
probability of getting work done in
the proper timing window is iffy.
Another approach for small wood-
land owners is a waving-wand tech-
nique, by either a qualified crew or by
the landowners, with attention paid to
careful calibration and practice with
water to be sure the correct dosage is
delivered. Although this is a common
procedure for evaluating site prep,
each situation is different with many
combinations to consider.

Similarly, release treatments pres-
ent woodland owners with multiple
considerations. Unit size and terrain
difficulty impact many of the possible
trade-offs. Costs can be orders of
magnitude different among the treat-
ments depending on choice and
whether the work is to be done by the
landowner or hired crews. For grass
and herbaceous weed control, hand-
weeding is very time-intensive and
must be done frequently to be effec-
tive. Mulching can be effective but is
costly, slow and may require mainte-
nance. I have had elk pull up every
mulching mat. For both weeding and
mulching, it is critical to treat a large

enough area around each seedling to
accomplish the objective. My observa-
tion is that, in most cases, the treated
areas are too small. The minimum
radius around each tree should be at
least three feet, and I prefer four feet
on our own seedlings, regardless of
mechanical or chemical choice.

Chemical herbaceous treatment is
less labor-intensive and can give sea-
son-long control with the proper
recipe. Recipes depend on the species
of vegetation to be controlled and the
species of seedlings being released.
Timing and technique are critical to
avoiding damage to baby trees.
Although seedlings damaged by chem-
icals may survive, they do not grow as
rapidly as undamaged trees and may
not receive enough sunlight to com-
pete successfully. Application can be
broadcast with a helicopter or ground-
based with a waving wand. Research
shows broadcast control gains the
most growth for trees. Spot treatment
provides more flexibility, and in many
cases, it works well and can be espe-
cially helpful in sensitive areas. It can
be done over the top of the seedlings
with correct dosage, timing of applica-
tion and recipe choice. It is often done
using shields to keep the chemical off
the seedlings, which extends the appli-
cation window and recipe choices.

Spot application must not be made by
spraying in a circular pattern around
the tree. This puts the most chemical
next to the tree and the least on the
outer edge. The goal is uniform appli-
cation. I use a flat fan with about a
45-inch spread. Spraying is done in a
square around each tree, with a single
pass down each side of the tree, like
painting a barn. I practice with water
by timing the treatment for the square
in seconds and then measuring the
nozzle output for the same time. Using
this, I calculate the equivalent volume
per acre and then compute the recipe
mix. This technique prevents overdos-
ing (doing damage to the trees) or
under-dosing (lack of control effica-
cy). Treated trees need to be marked
either with dye in the mix or by other
means to prevent double treatment. I
treat about 8 feet by 8 feet for each
tree (64 square feet).

Again, the most important part of
any herbaceous vegetation control is to
treat before the problem becomes obvi-
ous. In most cases this means treating
at least two times after planting.

Shrub control after seedling estab-
lishment is tricky due to the potential
for damaging the seedlings. Site prep
is the best time to control the shrub
component so that little if any later
treatment is required. If required,
individual shrubs can be controlled
with spot treatments by basal, thin
line or topical treatments, being sure
to avoid contact with your crop trees.
Broadcast treatments must be done
using carefully selected recipes and
timed based on tree species, tree devel-
opment and target brush species.
Generally, the application must be
made after the crop trees are dormant
but before the shrub species are dor-
mant or have leaves turning color.
Evergreen shrubs, such as Scotch
broom and ceanothus, can be treated
in the spring when the trees are dor-
mant, depending on species.
Ponderosa pine breaks dormancy too
early in the year for this to work with
most chemicals.

Where the competition problem is
undesirable trees (usually re-sprouting
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hardwoods),
they can be
treated before
harvest by
injection (hack-
and-squirt),
during site prep
by mechanical
or chemical
means or after
plantation
establishment.
They should be
controlled
before they
compete signifi-
cantly with the
new trees and
before they will
damage the new trees when they fall.
Hardwood shrubs and trees should be
retained whenever possible as they
provide essential habitat for many
wildlife species. This can be done
along edges and where they are not
competing directly with crop trees.

This overview of strategies for veg-
etation control associated with planta-
tion establishment is brief. Vegetation
control is a fascinating and critical
component for regeneration success.
There is no single right answer, but
rather a mosaic of interdependent
treatment choices. From the wet coast
to the dry interior, the one commonal-
ity is that vegetation control is essen-
tial for successful seedling establish-
ment and growth.

There are many bulletins, publica-
tions and books on vegetation con-
trol. A few resources I would particu-
larly recommend include:

• Peachey, E., editor. 2018. “Pacific
Northwest Weed Management
Handbook.” Corvallis, OR: Oregon
State University. Online: pnwhand-
books.org/weed. Input individual tar-
get species and get specific recommen-
dations for herbicide treatments and
non-chemical approaches.

• “Weed Control Methods
Handbook: Tools & Techniques for
Use in Natural Areas.” Online: inva-
sive.org/gist/products/handbook/meth-
ods-handbook.pdf. By The Nature

Conservancy with information on
various weed control methods, herbi-
cides and their properties.

• The Oregon Forest Resources
Institute publication: Oregon’s Forest
Protection Laws: An Illustrated
Manual, 3rd Edition, 2018. Online:
oregonforests.org/sites/default/files/20
18-02/OFRI_IllusManual_full.pdf.
An excellent publication for reference.

• Oregon Department of Forestry
“Forest Practice Administrative Rules
and Forest Practices Act” (Feb 2018).
Online: oregon.gov/ODF/Documents/
WorkingForests/FPARuleBook2018

Final.pdf. Also available at ODF
offices. Look for appropriate equiva-
lents in other states.

• Labels. The label is the law, so
read and follow the instructions on
the label.

• “Forest Practice Notes:
Chemicals and other Petroleum
Products.” Online: oregon.gov/ODA/
shared/Documents/Publications/Pestic
idesPARC/ForestPraticeNotesChemic
als.pdf. Includes a Daily Chemical
Application Record form to keep
records required by law. Also includes
Federal requirements. Check require-
ments in other states. ■

STEVE CAFFERATA is a tree farmer. He
and his wife Wylda manage four
American Tree Farm System Certified
tree farms and are members of OSWA.
Steve is a Certified Forester and Fellow
in the Society of American Foresters
with 50 years of tree-growing experi-
ence. He graduated with B.S. and M.S.
degrees in forest management from the
University of California Berkeley. The
couple has four children and three
grandchildren who actively participate
in tree farming. In 2017, they were
named Oregon’s Tree Farmers of the
Year. Steve can be reached at 541-797-
9734 or at cafferat@msn.com.
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An 8-by-8 spot treatment was made by spraying a box rather than a
circle around the tree. This provides a more uniform application rate.
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heavier cone crops every 3-4 years.
Even with a good cone crop, condi-

tions may not favor seed development
and a variety of insects feed on seeds
in the cone. Tree seeds falling to the
forest floor are food for rodents,
insects and many other forest organ-
isms. Most conifers germinate best on
bare mineral soil (a minimum of
duff—decaying needles, twigs and
other litter). Historically, wildfires cre-
ated bare mineral soil. Now, it’s also

created through prescribed burning or
with mechanical equipment (often in
conjunction with logging).
Mechanical approaches must balance
between creating a good seedbed and
minimizing soil erosion, compaction
or displacement.

Considering all the variables and
hazards, it seems a wonder that we
have new, naturally seeded forests at
all. Successful natural regeneration is
often the result of: 1) trees producing
so much seed in good years that they
overcome these obstacles, or 2) mini-
mizing the impact of these obstacles
through carefully planned and timed
management activities. Adequate nat-
ural regeneration may not happen
soon enough for you to meet forest
practice reforestation requirements or
stay ahead of the brush taking over
the site. But when conditions look
good for natural regeneration, it can
be part of the plan if you monitor the
site regularly and have the ability to
do supplemental tree planting where
needed.

Planning for extreme events and
changing conditions

In the northern Willamette Valley
of western Oregon, summer heat and
drought in 3 of the last 4 years has
exceeded 50-year records.1 This has
caused increased levels of mortality in
reforestation as well as established
trees. For the future, we are looking
into species and seedling stock types
that perform better under heat and

drought stress.
With concerns about climate

change, some are asking about types
of trees to plant in anticipation of a
warmer climate. Here are some
options being considered, alone or in
combination:

• Plant native seedling stock within
current seed zones matching your
planting site (status quo).

• Choose species that are “general-
ists”, known to have a broad geo-
graphic range of adaptability and
larger seed zones. These include west-
ern white pine and western redcedar.
Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine are
“specialists” having smaller seed zones
and a narrower range of local adapta-
tion.

• Plant genetically improved stock
from tree breeding programs. For
some species and sub-regions, geneti-
cally improved stock is expected to
have a wider geographic range and
greater tolerance of environmental
extremes and disease. Some seed
orchards have seed available for small
woodland owners. 

• Choose a mix of seed origins:
some from local seed zones, some
from zones further south or lower in
elevation (assisted migration).

The last option, assisted migration,
is the deliberate movement and estab-
lishment of a new population of a
species or genetic type outside its cur-
rent geographic range in order to
introduce better adaptive traits in the
tree population at the new site.
Research is underway on assisted
migration of Douglas-fir and some
other Northwest tree species, however,
recommendations and guidance are
not well-developed in the U.S.

Genetics researchers at OSU and
the USFS PNW Research Station
have developed a seedlot selection
tool (seedlotselectiontool.org/sst/) that
can be used to show how the climate

Planning Forest Regeneration
continued from page 10

–Continued on page 31–

Natural regeneration of western white pine
with seed trees in the background on an
Idaho woodland. 
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Footnote: 1The PRISM Climate Group at OSU
provides both the data and the tools useful for
examining climate trends. http://prism.oregon-
state.edu and PRISM Climate data explorer
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Thank-you to Marrion E. Newsam Banks and G. Kirk David from
Idaho Forest Owners Association for submitting this story about a
successful program to provide quality seedlings for family forest-
land owners in the region.

One of the most difficult challenges faced by conscientious
landowners seeking to regenerate their forests, either after a
planned harvest or a fire, is finding seedlings that are appropri-
ate to their ecological niche. When planting trees, we need to
consider not only soil fertility and available water but, depend-
ing on the species, we may have to also consider altitude as a
factor in choosing the right trees. We also want to take advan-
tage of the latest advancements in tree breeding to get the best
possible seedlings for our forests. All this can be a tall order but
the forestland owners in northern Idaho have an advantage
thanks to the Idaho Forest Owners Association’s (IFOA) Forest
Seedling Program.

IFOA contracts with a commercial nursery in western
Washington to grow Douglas-fir, western larch, western white
pine, ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine and western redcedar
seedlings, which are then wholesaled to Soil and Water
Conservation Districts in Idaho which, in turn, retail these
seedlings to local landowners. In 2018, IFOA delivered 236,350
seedlings.

As one of only 19 member-organizations in the Inland
Empire Tree Improvement Cooperative (IETIC), IFOA acquires
improved seed to provide the best possible seedlings to Idaho
forestland owners. IETIC was founded in 1968 to apply classical
plant breeding techniques to important

native conifer species in western Montana, northern Idaho and
eastern Washington for the purpose of producing genetically
improved tree seed for commercial reforestation and ecosystem
restoration. Today, IETIC operates several seed orchards, includ-
ing one for white pine, one for ponderosa pine and one for
western larch. Members of IETIC participate in the seed orchards
based on shares. Members with a larger number of shares
shoulder a greater burden of the cost of maintaining the
orchards; however, they also receive a larger share of the seed
harvested. IFOA participates in all these orchards and uses its
share of the improved seed to grow stronger, better-adapted
seedlings for regional forestland owners.

As part of its mission to create improved conifer strains, IETIC
promotes studies of on-the-ground management practices, like
the effective application of systemic pesticides, as well as basic
research, such as a study on the reproductive biology of the west-
ern larch. IETIC also sponsors an annual meeting.The one-day
conference features speakers who address current issues and
advances in forest genetics and tree improvement and their links
to silviculture, management and ecosystem restoration.

IFOA’s membership in IETIC, as well as the cooperative efforts
of IFOA and the Soil and Water Conservation Districts, provides
forestland owners in northern Idaho, and increasingly western
Montana, with the best possible seedlings available for their
reforestation projects. Hopefully, these efforts can serve as a
model for organizations in other states. If you have questions,
please contact Marrion E. Newsam Banks at 208-755-8168.

The Understory

— WE ALSO BUY LAND AND STANDING TIMBER —

Please contact Byron to schedule your FREE initial consultation and walk through
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TreeSmarts: Forest Research You
Can Use appears in every other issue
of Northwest Woodlands. Column
editor Ed Styskel reviews research
being conducted from a host of
sources, sorts through the items of
interest to family forest owners, and
provides a short summary of the perti-
nent results in understandable lan-
guage. If you have a suggestion to
share with Ed, please contact him
directly at edstyskel@gmail.com.

Every forest has relatively few big
animals in comparison to the num-
ber of small or microscopic ones.
Insects are among the small animals.
Bees have been in the news because
of their decline from pesticide use
(especially neonicotinoids), habitat
degradation and introduced diseases.

The Xerces Society categorizes
bee species into two groups based on
their lifestyles: solitary or social. The
vast majority of bee species are soli-
tary nesters that create and provision
a nest on their own in a variety of
places. Most solitary species nest in
the ground, digging a tunnel in bare
or partially vegetated, well-drained
soil. Fewer species make domes of
mud, plant resin or sap on the sur-
face of rocks or trees, or bore into
pithy plant stems, or occupy aban-
doned beetle burrows or other tun-
nels in a dead tree. Relatively few
species of bees are social and share a
constructed nest.

Solitary bees can be further divid-
ed into two groups based on their
foraging habits: generalists or spe-
cialists. Generalists gather nectar

and pollen from a wide range of
flower types and species, which
makes them able to survive in
degraded habitats. Specialists rely on
a single plant species or closely relat-
ed group of plants, thus are more
vulnerable to landscape or habitat
changes.

Since bees provide the vital
ecosystem service of plant pollina-
tion, forest owners can benefit from
knowledge gained by scientific stud-
ies like the one below.

Wild Bee Diversity Is Enhanced by
Experimental Removal of Timber
Harvest Residue Within Intensively
Managed Conifer Forest, authored
by J.W. Rivers, C.L. Mathis, A.R.
Moldenke, and M.G. Betts. 2018.
Bioenergy, 2018;10:766-781.
Accessed on Jan. 19, 2019 at
https://doi.org/10.1111/gcbb.12531.

Biofuel production is expected to
expand as part of a global approach
to provide sustainable energy, so it
seems likely that timber harvest
residue will continue to be used as
biofuel feedstock in the foreseeable
future. The ecological impact of this
practice on biodiversity and ecosys-
tem function remains largely
unknown.

This study assessed whether the
abundance and diversity of wild bees
were influenced by the removal of
timber harvest residue and associat-
ed soil compaction in a managed
conifer forest in western Oregon.

Among insect pollinators, bees are
the most important pollinator group
in many ecosystems. In general, bees
are typically restricted to open habi-
tats, are much less abundant in
mature forests, and are generally con-
sidered to be a disturbance-depend-
ent group. Some studies have indicat-
ed that bee populations can increase
quickly after major disturbance
events such as wildfire. Conversely,
other research found that intensive
disturbance was not typically associ-
ated with an increase of bee abun-
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dance or diversity.
Study plots were subjected to five

mechanical treatments representing
gradients in the removal of harvest
residue and soil compaction:
(A) bole removal with no soil com-
paction; (B) bole removal with moder-
ate soil compaction; (C) tree removal
with no soil compaction; (D) tree
removal with moderate soil com-
paction; and (E) tree plus forest floor
removal with moderate soil com-
paction.

The study collected more than
7,500 bees, with an unexpected num-
ber of species (92) representing five of
the seven bee families. Most captured
bees were from the sweat bee family
(60 percent) and the carpenter/dig-
ger/bumble/honey bee family (39 per-
cent). About 8 percent of sampled
bees were non-native European hon-
eybees. Most bee species that tend
their own nest are underground
nesters.

Abundance and observed species

diversity were greatest in treatment E,
with the other four treatments having
similar values for both measures.

Bee abundance and diversity can
be high within forest stands subject to
intensive management for biomass
harvest, and extensive removal of tim-
ber harvest residue may be compatible
with providing habitat for some bee
populations—especially ground-nest-
ing species. However, an important
consideration is the spatial extent to
which the removal of timber harvest
residue and accompanying manage-
ment actions (e.g., herbicide applica-
tion) could negatively influence bee
populations. If removal of timber
harvest residue is extensive and
exposes bare soil used by ground-
nesting bees, intentional seeding of
adjacent areas to create foraging
opportunities for provisioning female
bees could be a relatively simple
action that might enhance local bee
populations under such conditions.

Early seral forest stands often lack

important habitat features such as
cane-producing plants (e.g., blackber-
ry) that provide nesting substrates for
stem-nesting bees. Although these
habitat features may not be present
immediately after timber harvest, for-
est succession often brings the eventu-
al addition of such plants, which may
provide habitat for bee species with
cavity-nesting requirements. ■
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DEAR TREEMAN, When I take my dog
out for a hike in the woods, he has to
fertilize the trees. Why does he always
walk around in little circles before
performing the task? Someone said it
was because he wants to know which
direction is north. Can you shed some
light on this subject? —Cathy

DEAR CATHY, First things first: you
take your dog for a walk while he
takes you for a hike. Male dogs do
hike but use only one leg in the form
of urea fixation. Ok, to the task at
hand. While we possess limited
knowledge on the study of canines,
we certainly are adept in the myriad
facets of scatology.

Dog studiers tell you Fido is
searching the magnetic field but can-
not explain why they like facing the
Earth’s poles. One theory is it might
help them remember where they
marked their territory. Dog drop-
pings! North, south, east or west,
dog’s do their business where the
wind blows best. In other words, they
want their noses upwind from the
scene of the crime. Who wouldn’t?

A few theories circulating on why
dogs circle before pooping are like
the reasons they spin before lying
down. Trampling around in a circle
flattens the vegetation and keeps it
from tickling their tushes which,
more importantly, keeps any harmful
residue from accompanying them as
they continue their walk. Now this
makes sense.

A Treeman theory has it they coil
their colon for the release. As your
dog circles, their innards compress
and anything inside follows the path
of least resistance: the proverbial

poop shoot.
Further evidence
of the veracity of
this theory
resides in the fact
that if it’s a hot day
and your dog is panting, they will seal
their lips as they begin the circle of
waste, preventing a possible pooh
d’ etat.

And does anyone notice your dog
keeps his eyes on you while he is
defecating? Theorists will tell you it is
not because Rover is embarrassed,
rather they are tuned-in to their envi-
ronment and must be aware of risk
from other animals: they don’t want
to be caught off-guard. Dog biscuits!
Of course, they’re embarrassed. Do
you leave the bathroom door open
when conducting business?

Then there’s scent-marking, an
instinctual behavior in which a dog
deposits his own odor, in the form of
urine or feces, onto his environment
to mark territory or make a state-
ment. Circle around to compress the
vegetation, deposit a pile of odifer-
ous residue in the middle... now that’s
a statement!

Finally, though not pertaining to
circling but certainly part of the dog-
gie-doo process, is the spin-out.
When your four-legged friend finish-
es their business, they stiffen their
legs and send the grass and dirt fly-
ing behind them. There is a dual pur-
pose to this phenomenon. First, in the
case of any lingering contaminants,
they’re washing their paws. Secondly,
it signifies they’ve completed the
task and is a dog’s way of flushing:
the job is done, time to move-on.

And with that, it’s time we move

on. You can’t teach an old dog new
tricks.

DEAR READER, What better way to
conclude Treeman than by writing
about a subject that some, likely
many, have associated the content of
this column for over 20 years. I retired
nearly two years ago from the
Oregon State Extension Service. At
that time, I decided to continue
Treeman providing I was motivated
to write, and you were motivated to
peruse.

We cannot speak for the latter, but
as for the former, I continue to find
satisfaction writing for most venues,
but at my own discretion. Retiring
from any profession should be done
while an individual still has some gas
in the tank, or as P.T. Barnum once
said,“Always leave them wanting
more.” Maybe something like the
parable of inviting friends or relatives
over for a stay: the anticipation and
excitement of the experience far out-
lives the actual visit.

Over the years, Treeman has
become an integral part of my con-
sciousness. Regardless of the mode of
communication, we would stumble
over a subject (whether forestry relat-
ed or not) and it would be filed away
as potential Treeman fodder. The
mindset continues and has proven to
be a recipe for insightful, informative
and constant thinking. And that is
key to successful living: keep an open
and active mind.

A number of my friends greet me
as Treeman, not by my Christian name.
I derive great satisfaction and appreci-
ation in the label.Whether meant or
not, it is interpreted as recognition for
the years of work and, perhaps even
more so, we expressed the true feel-
ings of many of the readers. I hope to
continue to be remembered and
accosted in the same manner.

Thus, to the glee of a select few,
the dismay of even fewer, and the
ennui of most, I take my leave. Thank
you for your time, your patience, and
most importantly your dedication to
the active management of our pri-
vate forestlands. It’s been great fun.
—Treeman

Tips From The Treeman
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Steve Bowers
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Tree Planting, Herbicide, and Vegetation Management

Serving Western Oregon

Ryan Hughes 541-913-5079 willamettevalleyforestry2017@gmail.com
Brittny Hughes 541-913-5076 willamette-valley-forestry.business.site/



has changed since 1960 and look at
predictions of future climate in rela-
tion to current seed collection zones
for some major tree species. For exam-
ple, Glenn tried the tool to look at his
woodland near Corvallis, Oregon.
Results (based on climate models and
lots of assumptions) indicated that if
he wanted to try assisted migration,
he might consider planting Douglas-
fir from seed collected in the next seed
zone to the south (around Roseburg).

Conclusion
While we have seen advances in

every step of the forest regeneration
process, change brings new challenges,
including a shortage of seedlings,
repeated heat and drought and uncer-
tainty about future climate. It’s always
a good idea to take time to assess your
situation and plan well in advance, but
it seems more important now than
ever. Some old adages apply: hedge
your bets and don’t put all your eggs
in one basket.

One thing is certain, woodland
owners will keep trying a variety of
approaches and we can learn from
each other’s success and failure—as
long as we keep track of what hap-
pened. Planning provides a framework
and a record—what did you plan,
what did you do, what happened and
what next? ■

GLENN AHRENS is Extension forester,
Oregon State University Extension
Service, Clackamas, Marion, and Hood
River Counties, and Director, OSU
Hardwood Silviculture Cooperative.
His general mission for OSU Extension
is to improve our knowledge of forest
resources and options for sustaining and

expanding benefits from forests. Glenn
has a B.S. in Forestry from Humboldt
State University (1982) and an M.S.
in Forest Science from Oregon State
University (1990). He has over 30
years of experience in research,
Extension, and private consulting.
Glenn’s areas of specialty include forest
ecology, silviculture, vegetation man-
agement, and hardwood management.
Glenn can be reached at 503-655-8631
or glenn.ahrens@oregonstate.edu.
CHRIS SCHNEPF is a professor and
Extension educator in forestry with the
University of Idaho. He received his
B.S. in forestry and environmental stud-
ies from Iowa State University, followed
by an M.S. in forest and range manage-
ment and an M.A. in adult and contin-
uing education, both from Washington
State University. Chris provides learn-
ing opportunities on forest ecology and
silviculture for woodland owners, log-
gers and professional foresters through-
out the Idaho Panhandle. Chris has
written many Extension publications
and articles and has produced an
award-winning publication and video on
selective timber harvesting. Chris can
be reached at 208-446-1680 or
cschnepf@uidaho.edu.
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